
ILS COMMITTEE AGENDA 
October 5, 2018 

2:00 PM at MAIN Office 
In attendance: 

Lyn Begraft 
Donna Nafie 
Phillip Berg 
Trevor Diamond 
Walter Clark 

 
1. Scribe Volunteer Walter 

 
2. Circulation Report Donna 

■ PAC Feedback 
● No negative feedback from the latest PAC release 

■ Legend 
● Committee agreed that it would be helpful to have a legend positioned 

next to an item describing all the possible statuses (explanation of 
terminology) from the full display view of a bibliographic record 

● This feature will be added to the test server by the next ILS committee 
● Similarly, there is interest in adding this feature for holds, on the patron 

request view 
■ Next Circ Committee meeting in November 20, 9:30 @ MCL 
■ 28 attended.  Attendance may have been slightly affected with the Circ 

Committee meeting on location at the Bernards Twp Public Library 
■ Looking ahead, the January 2019 Circ Committee meeting’s scheduled location 

is planned to be at Montville Twp Public Library (Walter will confirm location by 
next ILS Committee Mtg) 

■ Introduced and briefly discussed new circulation reports 
■ Concern was expressed about the lack of adherence to the borrowing policy, by 

some libraries, concerning the change of holdable media after 2 months to allow 
requests from patrons of member libraries  

● There is a TECH TIP for aid in changing over media 
● Additionally, there is still media (DVDs, Blu-rays) being linked incorrectly 

(creating individual item records for each disc in a multi-disc title) 
■ MCL reported incidents of item barcodes and spine labels being removed from 

library items and then being re-affixed to different items, then being returned to 
incorrectly identify that the status of a title is “IN”. 

  
3. Technical Services Report Phillip 

■ Next meeting, October 25, 9:30 am @ Bernards Twp Public Library 
■ Modernizing “GMDs” will be an agenda item for the next Technical Svcs mtg 

 
4. Cataloging Report Phillip 

■ No stats to report 
■ Further discussions will continue to explore what switching to SkyRiver would 

mean for the other cataloging entities with regards to sharing MARC records, etc. 
 



 
5. Digital Services Report Phillip 

■ Special Innovative/Bibliotheca call will take place on the coming Tuesday to 
formally discuss the process of setting up vendor accounts with the recent API 
integration and discuss feedback issues, if any, 

■ Libraries with larger cloud library collections will be set up first, then li 
■ cloudLibrary Extravaganza - October 24, 12p-3p @ Parsippany Public Library 
■ 2019 greater emphasis will be made to encourage member libraries to begin 

purchasing cloudLibrary digital titles 
■ If API integration becomes a failure, then serious consideration will be given 

towards seeking other options and contemplating whether MAIN retains the 
services of cloudLibrary / bibliotheca in 2019 

● OverDrive may be considered as a potential competing candidate should 
MAIN API integration becomes a decided failure 

■ RBdigital presenters will visit in November to discuss purchasing additional 
content as a result of MAIN receiving an $11,000 reduction in platform fee 

● Greater focus will be on acquiring digital Marvel content  
 

6. Systems/UX Librarian’s Report Trevor 
a)    MAIN reports update 

● MAIN Comparative Circulation - October (see attached report) 
○ This reports lists comparative circulation breakdown of circulation 

by library for the month of October for this year and the past 5 
years and Year-to-Date for this year and the past 5 years 

○ However, 2018 statistics are missing from this report due to 
technical difficulties relating to the day from which this report is run 
happens to stop mid 2017 

○ Suggestion to add commas to the numbers of the report 
○ Purpose of this report allows users to review past circulation 

performances in a convenient, comparative view 
○ Circulation data reflects the performance of a Library’s owned 

items 
 

b)    Training updates 
● Training continues 
● New wireless mice are now used in training sessions 

○ Reduced desk clutter 
 
 

c)    Expired patron management update 
● Member libraries have taken advantage of both patron management 

options.  
The “Customized” Way 

1) Use the dusty patrons guide to create a report in SimplyReports of 
inactive patrons at your library based on values/timeframe        
determine locally 

2) Review the patrons, removing any you wish to keep. 
3) Open a ticket with the final list of patron barcodes to be deleted. 



 
The “Auto” Way 

1) Open a ticket requesting your patrons be deleted without review. 
     Include the following information: 
       i) Years inactive (ex. 2+Years) 
      ii) Maximum Owed (ex. no more than $10)* 
2) After the patrons are deleted, a file of the patrons will be sent for 
    your records. 

 
d)    ILS upgrade debrief 

● Positive feedback was received from staff about layout upgrades that 
include more visible options on patron and item worforms, and less 
options stored under “more” menu drop-downs 

● Emergency workaround for Patron Statistical Class (“stat class”) 
○ With the Polaris 6.1 upgrade, an unexpected bug was noticed 

whenever a patron registration workform is opened, in which the 
patron’s stat class resets and prevents staff from closing or 
navigating away from the registration workform until the patron 
stat class is reset and saved  

○ This was a bug reported to Innovative 
○ An emergency ILS decision was made to eliminate the 

requirement of the setting the patron’s stat class until Innovated 
creates a fix for this bug 

 
7. Old Business 

a)  Auto-renew feature feedback from Circulation Committee meeting 
■ Varied feedback from the Circulation Committee 
■ Arguments against include 

(a) Fine revenues will decrease 
(b) Concerns that material will be kept an excessively long 

time or will never be returned 
(c) Less items on the library shelves  
(d) Concerns over conflicts with patrons over fines they incur if 

the item does not automatically renew due to a hold or 
some other reason 

(e) Less foot traffic / seeing patrons less 
■ This would only apply to individuals who previously 

renewed items in-person 
■ This would not apply to individuals who currently 

renew items online 
(f) Concerns over conflicts resulting from notification failures 

due to a patron’s notifications being set to “none”, “mail”, or 
“phone” 

■ Greater emphasis should be placed taking a more 
active role in inputting a valid email address into 
each patron record to help address these situations 

■ Courtesy reminders are only sent to patron’s with 
email notifications set in their accounts 



■ Currently, the only courtesy reminders generated 
by Polaris include Held items, item Almost 
Overdue, patron Almost Expired, item Overdue 

■ Less reliance on Telephony and paper-generated 
notices should be  

 
 
 

■ Arguments for include 
(a) Customer service plus / Pro patron policy 
(b) In its practice, the auto renewal feature add an additional 

3-day buffer to the item’s original loan period 
(c) Increase in an item’s circulation stats 
(d) Aligned with supporting arguments used to advance the 

“fine free” debate and trend with many libraries 
■ Eliminating a barrier to library resources, especially 

those in a library’s community who could most 
benefit from library services; fines create a 
deterrent and discourage people from using the 
library 

■ Trend of libraries introducing a policy of fine-free for 
kids 

(e) For further feedback, see Circulation Committee Minutes - 
September 2018 

■ Suggestion was offered that libraries may want to consider raising late 
fees in order to offset some of the potential fine loss revenue from an auto 
renewal policy 

- It should be noted that there exists case studies which have shown 
that, in the long run, raising late fees may only return minimal to no 
net increase in late fee revenue 

■ Topic will be put on the next director’s meeting agenda for further 
consideration 

■ Realistically, the auto renewal topic should to be considered a long-term 
goal that could possibly take effect in 2020 

 
b)  “On order” cataloging applications 

● Still waiting on Rockaway Twp 
— Most recent batch of bib records, sent via Baker & Taylor, did not 

follow the proper procedures 
— Creates an impact on other member libraries 

 
c) PAC banner choices 

● Consensus remains that the ILS Committee prefers library slices as 
banner background 

● If there is any dissatisfaction with the current library slices, Trevor 
proposed that the Committee members and MAIN library staff take 
pictures of their own library and submit them to be added as slices for 
PAC banners 

http://staff.mainlib.org/wp-content/uploads/Circulation_Committee_minutes_2018_09.pdf
http://staff.mainlib.org/wp-content/uploads/Circulation_Committee_minutes_2018_09.pdf


● Suggestion was offered to start a seasonally-themed photo contest 
amongst MAIN libraries, in which the winner’s photo would be used to 
represent the MAIN PAC banner for the duration of the season 

● Issue was raised that there needs to be enough contrast between the 
banner slice and the name of a library that would overlay the background 
slice in order prevent loss of the library’s name visibility 

● A shaped background that would lie behind the library name could be 
created and merged to overlay on top of the banner slice to sit between it 
and the library’s name. This would produce this desired effect of creating 
contrast in order to maintain constant visibility letters displayed across the 
banner.  However, this background shape would not be dynamic and 
would have be the length of the library with the longest name. 

● Therefore, due to the technical complication involved with this merge 
process, the decision was made to move forward with using seasonal, 
animated stock slices 

● The Committee will revisit this topic again at the next ILS Committee 
meeting 

 
d) SkyRiver & other cataloging updates coming next month 

● More information to come in November 2018 
 

e) Innovative contract update 
● Phillip continues to be in contact with Innovative 
● Seeking to pair increases with Polaris to be the same as SkyRiver  

 
f) Maximum number of items for students 

● Decision was made to send the proposal of establishing a 25-item limit for 
CCM / college students to the MAIN Policy Committee for further 
implementation 

● The ILS Committee voiced no objection over this proposal 
 

g) Policy change proposals no longer forthcoming in 2018 
● No new implementation 

 
h) 4 & 5 day loan periods update (MAD) 

● New loan periods were added on Wednesday (10-03-18) 
 

i) PAC form critiques (MCL) 
● Request ILL & Suggest a Purchase form 

■ Can’t Find it feature modifications include: 
(a) Update JerseyCat link to remove introductory wording 
(b) Add Hackettstown 
(c) Suggestion to remove commas from the patron’s barcode 

included in the “Out-of-County” request form 
 

 
 

8. New Business 



a) Morristown Festival of books 
● October 12 & 13, 2018 
● A reminder will be sent to libraries to send in their record sets 

 
b) Business resources PAC “drawer” 

● A new PAC drawer will be created for business resources (GSBB, 
ProQuest, RefUSA) 

 
c) Evaluating Content Cafe’ / NoveList Select vs their competition 

● Currently seeking feedback 
● 2019 goal and objective will be to create a cost-benefit analysis and 

evaluate competitors 
 

d) Telephony failure report 
■ There is a Telephony failure report that is reporting failures that is not 

showing up in the daily report that is emailed. A library’s custom report is 
only linked to failed calls where there is still an active hold. The issue that 
has been discovered is instances when Telephony reports that it 
successfully left a message when it did not.  Because of this false-positive 
response, telephone failure reports are not accurately listing telephone 
notification failures.  

■ Further investigation is required to discover the reason behind 
Telephony’s false reporting of leaving a message on a patron’s answering 
machine, instead of reporting a notification failure, in instances when no 
notification message was, in fact, left. 

○ A suggested cause of this is thought to be any change in Verizon’s 
telephone error message that would no longer produce the same 
error tones that Telephony is programmed to detect in order to 
generate its failed notification report  

■ In the meantime, in response to any complaints received from patrons 
about not receiving telephone notifications for their holds, staff should 
make an effort to encourage/persuade patrons to switch to email, and 
reduce reliance on Telephony 


